Dozens of Private Security Companies (PSCs) operate in Kandahar city and province, frequently doubling as the militias of local powerbrokers. These armed groups also operate on a contractual basis to provide security for the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and private, Afghan companies. Because PSCs are under the control of powerful individuals, rather than the Afghan National Security Forces, they compete with state security forces and interfere with a government monopoly on the use of force. There is growing pressure from ISAF and within the Afghan government to reform and regulate these companies. Major General Nick Carter, the commander of Regional Command-South (RC-S), recently briefed that ISAF was developing a strategy to regulate PSCs as part of the Kandahar Operations unfolding in summer 2010.

If not properly structured, however, the regulation of these PSCs in Kandahar may reinforce the existing power structures, strengthen the hand of local powerbrokers such as Ahmed Wali Karzai, and further weaken the ANSF. An initiative underway to consolidate the security companies in southern Afghanistan is likely to exacerbate the problems caused by PSCs, rather than reducing their influence.

SECURITY COMPANIES NOW IN KANDAHAR

The Ministry of Interior (MOI) regulations of private security companies forbid senior officials, such as the President and Cabinet Ministers, and their immediate family members from directly controlling PSCs. Some of the PSCs, consequently, are owned by relatives twice removed from these senior officials, in accordance with the law. Hence, Ahmad and Rashid Popal, two cousins of President Karzai own Watan Risk Management, a large PSC operating in Afghanistan, and another cousin, Hashmat Karzai, runs Asia Security Group, another major PSC.

Although there are numerous private security companies in Kandahar, they are ultimately controlled or influenced by a small number of powerbrokers. Ahmad Wali Karzai retains significant influence with the PSCs run by the Karzai family, including Asia Security Group and Watan Risk Management. He also directly controls other forces, including his own personal security detail and the Kandahar Strike Force. Finally, his hand-picked commanders, Haji Seyid Jan Khakrezwal and Akhtar Mohammad, respectively control the Provincial Council Security Force and the security forces that operate in Ayno Mena, the gated community in Kandahar that he financed and developed. Finally, Watan Risk Management has subcontracted to the security forces of Commander Ruhullah, Haji Seyid Jan Khakrezwal’s nephew, to secure Highway One from Kandahar to Kabul.

Ahmed Wali has thus already largely consolidate the PSCs in Kandahar under his influence, although the units retain their own commanders and individual unit names. He does not control all
PSCs in Kandahar, however. Other powerbrokers, including Gul Agha Sherzai, the former governor of Kandahar and the current governor of Nangarhar, maintain private security forces in the province. For example, Gul Agha provides security for Haji Abdullah Khan (a wealthy banker and owner of the construction firm that built the houses in Aino Mena). Further consolidation of private security forces in Kandahar may allow Ahmed Wali Karzai to bring his rivals’ security forces under the control of a commander loyal and responsive to him.

**THE KANDAHAR SECURITY COMPANY**

There have been reports of plans to consolidate PSCs in southern Afghanistan under the guidance of Ahmed Wali Karzai since March 2010, when Afghan Interior Minister Hanif Atmar was quoted as stating that Ahmed Wali Karzai was working with the MoI to bring as many as eighteen “unlicensed private security companies” in Kandahar Province under control. These plans were approved by the MoI and forwarded to President Karzai’s office for him to sign in mid-May. The new security structure will bring local PSCs into a single organization, the Kandahar Security Company. According to the MoI, this force will start with only 500 employees, but there are suggestions that it may grow to 2,500 employees.

Ruhullah has been identified as the probable commander of the new Kandahar Security Company. Ruhullah is a Popalzai security commander who has built a powerful security network controlling much of Highway One between Kabul and Kandahar, and who is reportedly close to Ahmed Wali Karzai. He is the nephew of Haji Seyid Jan Khakrezwal, a member of the provincial council and the commander of its private security force. Ruhullah consolidated...
control over the Kabul-Kandahar route after the assassination of rival commander Abdul Khaliq in the spring of 2009.  

The exact structure of the new Kandahar Security Company will likely be determined over the next several months, but Ruhullah’s initial role as commander of the force suggests that his current network will have the leading role in the new structure and will likely subsume smaller PSCs. Abdul Manan Farahi, who heads the MoI’s Counter-terrorism department and is charged with regulating PSCs, has stated that command of the Kandahar Security Company would rotate every six months.  But the feasibility of this arrangement seems questionable. And even if rotated, the formal command may well be subverted by the informal influence of individuals such as Ruhullah or Ahmed Wali Karzai.

The geographic confines of the Kandahar PSC consolidation are not clear. It is, however, rumored that a separate consolidation of PSCs providing highway security west of Kandahar is being considered. The highway security of that area would fall under the guidance of Arif Noorzai, the brother-in-law of Ahmed Wali Karzai and a close political ally of President Hamid Karzai. The Noorzai family, which is intermarried with the Farahi family in Farah province, has in the past used control over highways in southwest Afghanistan to facilitate smuggling. Any involvement by Arif Noorzai in PSC consolidation along Highway One should be a cause for further investigation.

THE WATAN BAN

The same week that the plans to consolidate Kandahar’s PSCs were forwarded to the President, two PSCs, Watan Risk Management and Compass Integrated Security Solutions, were banned from operating between Kabul and Kandahar. The ban occurred after PSCs running security for logistics convoys opened fire on locals in Wardak Province in two separate incidents on May 8-9, 2010. The ban on Compass and Watan started on the morning of Monday, May 10, 2010. On that day logistics convoys leaving Kabul faced some of the largest ambushes of the year, with attacks conducted in Zanakhan, Rashidan, and Ghazni Districts of Ghazni Province. Over the following week there were escalated attacks on logistics convoys moving from Kabul south to both Kandahar and to bases in Regional Command East, including significant clashes in the Moqor and Andar districts of Ghazni province.

Watan, run by President Hamid Karzai’s cousins Ahmed and Rateb Popal, has increased its influence over key transit routes in eastern and southern Afghanistan. Watan’s main subcontractor between Kandahar and Kabul is the same commander Ruhullah who has been suggested as head of the Kandahar Security Company. Ruhullah is reported to have sufficient influence over the Kabul to Kandahar route such that not only Watan, but almost all the logistics companies operating between Kabul and Kandahar are forced to subcontract with him to provide security.

Because Ruhullah is considered the key player on the Kabul-Kandahar road, the increased attacks against ISAF convoys suggests that the ban against Watan operations also prevented Ruhullah, Watan’s primary subcontractor, from conducting operations along Highway One. Watan is unsurprisingly operating again as of May 18, after paying compensation to the families of those killed, but the connection between the Popal brothers and the Karzais poses interesting questions about why the administration did not intervene earlier to block the suspension of Watan’s operations.

ANALYSIS

Watan has probably become a political liability for the Karzai family, which may well be trying to take steps publicly to seem to regulate the firm’s behavior. It is noteworthy that Watan has come under intense media scrutiny in the last several months. The Karzais may feel that the firm will have difficulty withstanding intense investigation, and have subsequently decided to abandon it as a primary tool of their influence. The MoI’s ability to ban Watan operations for a week suggests that
the Karzais may feel they can step away from the firm.

But if President Karzai and Ahmed Wali are indeed distancing themselves from Watan, they are not necessarily relinquishing private control over private security. Ruhullah has been suggested for command of the new PSC conglomerate in Kandahar. He is in effect not losing his job as a Watan security subcontractor, but rather getting promoted to command an expanded security force. His close relationship with Ahmed Wali Karzai persists, regardless of his relationship to Watan, and he will be under the influence of his Karzai family patrons.

The Karzai-affiliated network of private security forces is adaptable, and if need be can jettison corporate structures and find new ways to organize itself. In fact, a conglomerated Kandahar PSC under Ahmed Wali Karzai’s influence might more effectively serve the interests of the Karzai inner-circle and family than did Watan. This new Kandahar Security Company would almost certainly extend Ahmed Wali’s influence over the private security companies of his rivals in Kandahar by bringing them under Ruhullah’s command.

Ahmed Wali Karzai has consistently aimed to bring local militias and PSCs under his influence. Both Watan Risk Management and Asia Security Group have been used to advance this objective by bringing a number of regional militias into the business network of the Karzai family. But a conglomerated Kandahar PSC operating with the support of the MoI, which under the political influence of the Karzai administration, may ultimately allow the Karzai immediate family as much, if not more, control over armed groups than corporate structures like Watan or Asia Security Group – if indeed, Watan and Asia Security Group are among the eighteen companies consolidated by the MOI directive.

ISAF and the MoI have both publically stated an intention to address the problem of illegal private security contractors in Kandahar. Ahmed Wali Karzai’s leading role in the consolidation of PSCs into a single entity and his hand-selection of a commander allows him to present himself to ISAF as taking the lead on tackling the PSC problem in Kandahar – without relinquishing effective means of influence. Minister Atmar, meanwhile, may either be acquiescing freely or feel he has no other choice in Kandahar but to work with AWK.

The formation of a powerful conglomerate of PSCs under the political control of local powerbrokers like Ahmed Wali Karzai would undermine the long-term stability of southern Afghanistan and the strength of Afghanistan’s legitimate security institutions. There is a very real risk that these institutions will be relied on by the Karzais and their allies as the guarantors of Kandahar’s security. If the Kandahar Security Company were in fact to grow to 2,500 armed men as Ruhullah suggests (and this is certainly feasible) it would be more than twice the current size of the Afghan Uniformed Police in Kandahar, and would exceed the size of the expanded police force that ISAF and the MOI are planning to add to the city. The Karzais and their allies already use private militias as a substitute or for the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF). Consolidating local militias into a body outside of the formal ANSF will continue to de-incentivize local powerbrokers from lending their support to the ANSF.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Ahmed Wali Karzai has reportedly been lobbying ISAF officials in favor of the Kandahar Security Company for some time. It would behoove ISAF and the Afghan State for ISAF to play an active role in the discussions of the formation of any conglomerate private security force, in order to prevent local powerbrokers like Ahmed Wali Karzai from manipulating the process to their own ends. Without ISAF’s intervention the MoI will have little choice but to accede to consolidating the new security force and allowing Ahmed Wali Karzai to have de facto influence over its actions inside the city, given the MoI’s limited influence in Kandahar.
Rather than consolidating security companies, ISAF’s aim should be to disband these armed units and replace them with ANSF. To achieve ANSF primacy, ISAF cannot simply incorporate these PSCs or their members into the formal security forces. It will be necessary to vet their members, retrain them, and disperse them throughout the country via the established national recruiting and assignment procedures. The army would better incorporate these militias than the police, because of its ability to assign forces nationally.

Shaping the formation of Kandahar’s new private security architecture requires ISAF to engage in the process at an early stage and set the conditions for the creation of the new structure. ISAF should use its influence to remove the process from the control of local powerbrokers, such as Ahmed Wali Karzai or Ruhullah. ISAF should refuse to allow Ruhullah to command the new security force. A hands-off approach will allow these actors to present the new architecture to ISAF as a fait accompli.

ISAF ought to require that all PSC units be partnered with on the ground ISAF oversight teams co-located with the unit. These teams would function largely as do police mentors. They would provide much needed visibility on the actions and political links of these units. They could eventually give ISAF the ability to cut the links between these armed groups and their political patrons and then disband the units. ISAF partnership can also help to ensure legal compliance, professionalism, and political neutrality in the interval while the PSCs are vetted and disbanded.

ISAF will dramatically increase the risks to the success of its mission if it allows the formation of the new Kandahar Security Company. If that company is nevertheless formed, ISAF must ensure that the formal MoI chain-of-command selects a neutral new commander, has strong command and control relationships over the new structure, and oversees the initial and follow-on training for the unit. ISAF might also consider the formation of a board of directors at the MoI to oversee the new body, composed of individuals without entrenched interests in southern Afghanistan, mentored by ISAF, and sufficiently sheltered from political pressure. The board would initially need active and interventionist ISAF support on the ground in Kabul and Kandahar if it would hope to exert control over the new security structure. Alternatively, ISAF might consider putting the new security structure under the control of the ANA.
NOTES


22 One story is that ban was the result of a long-time antagonism between the governor of Wardak Province, Muhammad Fidai, and Watan Security group. Governor Fidai is reported to have, for some time, been attempting to make power plays against Watan, and replace Rahullah’s control over route security with interests connected to himself, and civilian casualties may have given him the necessary cover to do so. But the story seems more complex than that, because the Karzai administration presumably has enough influence over the MoI to have blocked the move if it had desired to do so.
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